Landing Gear
Pressure Controller

User’s & Installation guide
INTRODUCTION
Engine Bridge Landing Gear Pressure Controller (LGPC) is a microcontroller based
product which enhances the control and operation of several Landing Gear systems
found on experimental airplanes like the Lancair & Velocity airplanes.  It comes with an
iOS app that shows live pressure levels and allows several adjustments.
It can be used on virtually all such Landing Gear pumps that uses Hydraulic cylinders
with two pressure circuits (High-Side & Low-Side) or Two-Action pumps. Commonly
used on these systems are mechanical pressure switches that breaks the pump power
when a set pressure is reached.
This controller replaces these two pressure switches with two pressure sensors
allowing for better control, adjustment, add-on features several protection barriers
including runaway pumps. These pressure sensors can also be installed/attached
anywhere within the hydraulic
circuit.
Controller can also be used in
“View Only Mode”.
 In this mode, installers can keep
the pressure switches fully
operational as before and add
this controller to allow them to
view the pressure live on their
iPhone or iPad during flights or
anytime needed to monitor the
health and condition of the
landing gear system.
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HARDWARE
LGPC has a female DIN 15 pin connector. Refer to the image below and the following
table for pin assignment and explanation of each pin.
  15-PIN CONNECTOR
PIN #

FUNCTION

1

(Input) +12Vdc.  Controller requires less than 50mA to operate. Controller
must be powered from the same main line powering the pump. This ensures
the controller is always powered along with the pump.

2

(Input)  From Gear Switch (UP). This is the line coming from the gear
switch UP position. On existing installation, this line is connected to the
High-Side Pressure Switch. This is normally coming from your Air-Safety
switch, speed-switch or a protection switch to prevent this line being active
until a certain speed or some indication that the airplane is off the ground.

3

(output) To High-Side Solenoid/Relay/SSR. Output line which triggers the
High-Side Solenoid or Relay. This is the other line connected to the
High-Side Pressure Switch.

4

(Input)  From Gear Switch (Down). This is the line coming from your gear
switch Down position. On existing installation, this line is connected to the
Low-Side Pressure Switch.

5

(output) To Low-Side Solenoid/Relay/SSR. Output line which triggers the
Low-Side Solenoid or Relay. This is the other line connected to the Low-Side
Pressure Switch.

6

NC

7

(Input) High-Side Pressure Sensor Signal. Connect this pin to the output
line of the High-Side Pressure Sensor.

8

(Input) Low-Side Pressure Sensor Signal.  Connect this pin to the output
line of the Low-Side Pressure Sensor.

9

(Input) Ground (GND)

10

(Output) +5Vdc.  This pin powers both Pressure Sensors.

11

NC
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12

NC

13

(Input) Front LED. Any +12V signal detected on this line turns Front LED
Green in the iOS App.  Use this for extra Gear Indication LEDs or any other
+12v detection.

14

(Input) Right LED.   +12V signal detection for Right LED within iOs App

15

(Input) Left LED.  +12V signal detection for Left LED within iOs App

NOTE 1:   NO Connection to Pins 6,11 & 12 (leave unconnected)
NOTE 2:  Pins 3 & 5 do not power the Hydraulic pump directly.
These lines trigger your Solenoids or Relays.
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 PRESSURE SENSORS
Controller is designed to detect and operate
along with the following type Sensor:

Power Supply: 5 VDC
Output: 0.5-4.5 VDC ratiometric
Pressure range: 0-2000 PSI
Max pressure: 3000 PSI
Damage Pressure: 4000 PSI
Working Temp: -20 ~ 120 °C
Response time: 2ms
Male NPT 1/8″
Sensor: SS316/ceramic/diffused-silicon
piezoresistance
Cover: SS314 – IP65
Sensors comes with a sealed-protected
electrical connection cable.  Easy to insert
and remove.

Electrical Cable Connection:
RED: +5v (input)
BLACK: GND (Ground) (input)
Green or Yellow: Signal (output).

NOTE :  Connect both RED together and then to controller +5Vdc.
Connect both BLACK lines together to same ground as the
Controller.
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SOFTWARE

Our iOS App is designed for the iPhone screen but it’s allowed
to run on any iPad screen.
App can be purchased directly on the App store or if the
hardware is bought first, a code will be sent which allows
downloading the App for free.  App can be installed on
multiple devices but the hardware Controller can only
connect to one device at a time.
Refer to the following table for sequence of screens and
explanation of each function.

GearPressure App is searching for the
controller.
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Each controller has a Unique ID, this
prevents unauthorized access. This is
only done once and the ID is stored on
your iOS device. Afterwards,  App
connects directly.

Whenever the controller is powered on,
it looks for +12V on Pin 4 (Gear Switch in
Down position) and if not found, the
controller halts its operation and shows
this screen if an iOS device is connected.
Correct the error and controller will
continue and load the main screen.
However, if it did detect +12V on the
High-Side (Gear Switch in UP position), it
checks the High-Side Pressure, if high
enough, it operates normally.  This allows
the controller to be restarted during
flights with the gear physically retracted.
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This is the main screen.  It shows both
sides pressure reading.
Options: Show Options Screen
Setup Sensors: Show Setup Screen.
Gear Switch: Shows current position.
Run Count: counts how many times the
pump had to run.  This reset when the
gear switch is moved.   Last Run Count for
each position can be retrieved in the
‘Options’ Screen.
Run UP Pump/Down Pump: Manually
activates the pump for the duration
specified in the Setup Sensors screen.
LEDs: Turn Green if +12V detected on PIN
13,14 or 15.
Run Time:  How many seconds to allow
the pump to run then cool down.  (cools
down for the same number of seconds).
Example: Check how many seconds your
gear takes to extend or retract, add 5 to 8
seconds more to that number.
Override:  The duration for manual
activation of the pump.  Note: on some
setups, a 50ms activation adds around
300  PSI to the current level.  This only
works when the system is pressurized
and the pump is not already activated to
retract or extend the gear.  This only
works on the active side.
Limit:  Pressure Level to stop the pump.
See note about the Limits below.
Restart: Pressure level where to re-start
the pump to ‘up’ the pressure (for
example in the case of internal leakage).
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View Mode: Controller can be used to
monitor the pressure; this mode does not
control the pump, or detect switches.  It
displays both pressure lines and LEDs
only.
Gear LEDs: Enable it to show, otherwise
it’s hidden on the Main Screen.
Force Pump Run: This forces the pump
to activate even of the pressure is
detected above the set point. Only when
Gear Switch moved from Up to Down.
Delayed Action: A one time 10 seconds
delay for the next Gear Switch change.
When this button is clicked, and the Gear
Switch is moved from Down to UP or
visa-versa; controller waits 10 seconds
before actually activating the pump.  This
gives enough time to get into position to
monitor the gear movement.
Retrieve Last Log:  Gets the saved data
from controller memory.
Last Gear Up to Down: When the gear
goes up; a counter is started and saved
when the gear goes down.  Only the last
Gear UP to Down is saved.  Up to 9 hrs.
Gear Up Run Count: Shows how many
times the gear had to ‘up’ the pressure
while the gear switch was on UP position.
Helpful to check at the end of the flight or
before the next flight.
Gear Down Run Count: The same count
but when the gear is down, this saves the
count after the gear retracted. For
current (live) count; see the Main Screen.
Power-On Pressure:   The pressure
reading for both sides when the
controller is powered on.
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Updating your controller with new
features or fixes is done by sending you a
firmware file.

The error shown when a Sensor is not
connected.
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Main Screen in “View Only Mode”
No Setup, No Pump Controls.

● Settings Pressure Limits
Each Hydraulic Landing Gear setup is different regarding the length of
the plumping, diameter of pipes used, power & type of pump, pump
winding down duration, amount of hydraulic fluid used and other factors
that contribute to the setting of the stop point.
A percentage bar (%) is used to allow a decrease/increase of the stop point
per each setup.
Start with 0% or -10% and operate the gear up & down several times, then
start changing the % towards the direction desired.
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